Glossary of Arts Learning Activity Types

**Workshop**
An arts learning activity focused on a specific topic or skill delivered in one or two days.

**Residency**
Multi-session (two or more) arts learning activity that builds knowledge and skills over time. It may include a culminating project that demonstrates the full scope of learning.

**Out of School Time Program**
An arts learning activity presented to students before or after normal school hours.

**Lecture/Lecture Demonstration**
An arts learning presentation that shares deep knowledge about a topic and can include demonstrations to clarify key points.

**Visiting Performance**
An arts learning performance delivered to an audience at a designated location, such as a school, recreation center, senior center, etc.

**Field Trip**
An arts learning activity where the audience travels to a venue to participate in an arts experience, such as a performance at a theater, gallery tour at a museum, etc.

**Online Program**
An arts learning activity conducted virtually. Online programs can be delivered asynchronously (recorded without real-time interaction), synchronously (a real time interactive experience), or a blend of both.